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About This Game

Surviving is only half the game.
The award-winning atmosphere and gameplay mechanics of the original Shadowgrounds make a triumphant return in this spin

off/sequel armed with a slick new feature set!
Shadowgrounds Survivor tells the story of the last remaining humans on Jupiter's moon Ganymede, where the alien onslaught is

in full force.

3 playable characters with impressive new tactics

RPG-like upgrade system for weapons and characters - including special attacks such as the all-engrossing Napalm
Flame and the mighty Brute Slayer.

Campaign mode deepens the Shadowgrounds story and expands it to new locations, including snow and ice
environments, an abandoned cargo tunnel and the suffering New Atlantis colony.

Survival mode focuses on all-out alien slaughtering action – choose a character to suit your playing style and blast the
aliens back to outer space!

New gameplay features such as the Sentry Turret and the powerful Mech!

New graphics enhancements including raging snowstorm effects, new weapon effects and much more.
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AGEIA PhysX brings the world alive with hundreds of physics objects that take the destruction to the next level.

Editor tools allow players to take part in the active Shadowgrounds mod community - or just enjoy the results!
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My parents never loved me. The game is too stressfull for my taste. Most of the tasks have a time limit and once you fullfill one,
two others will pop up with even less time. Also, your family requires insane amounts of money. The concept is not too bad, but
the time limits turn this into a hasty clicker instead of a relaxed espionage game.. It does as advertised, and i so far have really
enjoyed playing it.. Good Game on IOS even greater game on pc although i would like to see some of the appstore things
transferred onto the steamstore
. Hoping to get Chinese version.
There're a lot of touhou fans in Chinese who are willing to pay for games like this.Touhou m1 manzai 12th is a good
example,though it isn't a game.But it confirms we are willing to pay for touhou.
But our English level is a barrier that impedes us to understand the content of this game.If production group update the Chinese
version ,this game will be sold better.. Interesting concept. Nice music too!. This is a simple game. A game that you will play
after a long day of taking a beating from your boss that happens to have a god-complex. A game that will make you wish you
played more of the retro-style games when you were younger. A game that will find you staring at your screen in awe as you
discover that your defense was meaningless! On a serious note, though, this game is epic.

PROS:
-Sexy retro graphics
-A slight twist (and improvement) on the traditional TD style
-Replayability is quite ok (for its money's worth)
-Differing levels of Singleplayer difficulty (Easy, Normal, Hard, Impossible)
-1 vs 1 casual multiplayer battles in a sort of Warcraft III custom map feel
-Minimal bugs, maybe 2 or 3 tops
-An active developer

CONS: (I understand this is a newborn game)
-A slightly complicated UI, and this might make beginners feel rather overwhelmed (you get used to it after about 15 minutes,
though)
-The multiplayer community is in dire need of players
-A somewhat linear style of gameplay, and players may find themselves undergoing a repetitive cycle if they aren't enthusiastic
about TD

SUMMARY:
-A great concept, nice gameplay, nostalgia-inducing. I feel like this game will grow well if the developer continues to work on
this, and doesn't leave it dead. A LOT of potential for tons of updates in the future and exciting content. I say, give this game a
shot guys.
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A short and beautiful game with some wonderful voice acing and even better artwork.

This whole game from every little aspect feels so lovingly rendered and humble in its exicution.

If you have an afternoon to kill and want a point and click that isnt your normal insanity of clicking everything with everything
else, try Maggie's Apartment.. Sweet!
Boss soundtrack!
In settings F1 gets you full screen
"Z" is the Attack Button
"Enter" is the Pause Button. With its theme derived from the Tibetan Book of the Dead, Bardo is a standout among VR archery
games. While the gameplay is very straightforward, no-frills VR archery wave shooting, its setting is beautiful and very
atmospheric. The Tibetan monastery is beautifully rendered, the effects are excellent, and you'll get some fast-paced exercise as
you play, The game is easy to learn and can be played either standing or sitting with good results, a rare versatility in VR archery
gameplay.

But for me, having been an archer in real life for more years than I'd care to admit, the best feature is the believable bow
mechanics. When you're shooting, the arrows behave as you would expect them to behave if you were firing a real flat bow. You
can instinct shoot as you would in real life, and if you establish an anchor point, you'll get consistent results. The bow is neither a
sniper rifle, as you'll find in some VR archery titles, nor does it feel like you're firing cooked spaghetti instead of arrows, as
you'll find in others. I suspect that the developers have actually used a bow in real life. They got the feel very right.

I have had no issues at all, playing with an Oculus CV1 and touch controllers. The game is very polished. The developers
communicate with the community frequently.

All-in-all, if you enjoy VR archery (personally, I own just about every title available), then you definitely want to own Bardo.
For bow mechanics, it may be the best title on the market. And it's just a pleasure to play and to view in VR. I highly
recommend this title. And at its current, Early Access price, I'd say that it's a "must have" title for the VR archery enthusiast.
You can't go wrong with this one if you're an archery lover.. 5\/10

Double Clue: Solitaire Stories is sort of a mixed bag. I thought the murder\/mystery angle was well done, for the most part. The
case is compelling, but I also felt that there was a bit too much time between each clue reveal. By the time I got to the next clue,
I'd usually lost the plot thread. In retrospect, I feel that perhaps I should've re-read every clue before revealing the next. There
are 24-25 different clues overall though, so this could've been time consuming.

The abilities that you are given are solid: the ability to remove a face-up card, a face-down card, and a target card. Your last
ability adds two random "spare" cards to your stock. This is, by far, the easiest solitaire game I've ever played on Steam. By the
end, I'd accumulated between 20-30 spares of each card, and I could probably clear multiple levels without even using the deck.
Periodically, you'll click on a card that says "Try Your Luck." Either you'll get an "informant" that adds currency to your stash,
or you'll have a car crash that will disable one of your abilities. The only use I found for this currency was buying a second undo
(in the vast majority of levels, I didn't even use one). This currency just kept ticking upwards, and by the end of the game I had
around 100,000 of whatever it was. The car crash\/ability disables were a mild nuisance, but never made the difference in level
completion. I don't think I failed a single level in my time with the game.

The strangest thing about this game is actually the tactile feel. Everything seems to take a bit too long, and the program seems a
bit "fragile," for lack of a better word. I've never played anything else by developer Playtinum. The menu at the main screen
takes a bit too long to appear, and cards take a bit too long after they're clicked to disappear from the board. I attempted to
move too quickly at one point and the game froze. Playing it reminded me of how gingerly you have you to navigate an old
computer that you know is on its last legs, trying to spare its poor processor.

I wish I could recommend Double Clue: Solitaire Stories. At least it tries to tell an interesting mystery. However, the sluggish
feel of the game, the stock-standard powers, and the extreme ease of the game just didn't make it very engaging.. Who ever is in
charge of DLC distribution sucks. Yellow Turban is history everyone knows BUT NO let's release it as Day 1 DLC. Why do i
have to scavenge for food, gathering resources is so tedious while the other team just rushes at your base, why can i only find
scopes and things in random boxes in village houses. Such a lovely game!. I'm a human video game search engine. My Wishlist
has 800 games on it. I watch game previews like other people watch TV, and I try probably 50 games a week. I've been playing
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video games of all sorts for 30 years. Am I bragging? Am I just sick?

No, I'm just saying as emphatically as possible that Burnstar is STILL my favorite game of all time. Not my favorite
remembered game - my favorite game to play right now.

It's better couch than Overcooked OR Lovers in a Dangerous Space-Time, let me put it that way. No exaggeration.

This game is tight. And to think when I first saw this game I thought it was a game for five year olds.

Oh no, my friends.

This is the quintessential isomorphic puzzle game. For solo OR seamless, perfect co-op play, Burnstar is the biggest must-have
of all-time.

To my way of thinking, this is Lego games on steroids, and so much more to the point than Lego games. Do yourself a favor and
don't quit until you've reached at least level five or six. Things start to get good about then, and the puzzles just keep getting
more challenging after that.

Also, know that even after you've played through the 70 or so levels of this thing, there are then still surprises and challenges to
make at least two more complete run thoughs fun as hell.

Burnstar, Burnstar, Burnstar. Best unknown game ever. Should be in every living room.

It should cost $30, too.
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